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A1STEACT
Two main viewpoints have been onsistentlj fmp i d in

linguistic research on creativity. The externalist sees cr a. tivity as
outside the normal language, and.the'internalist views creatiVity'as
a basic process of latguag4 use, in this paper, creativity IS
regarded the adaptation of the Totential of systems to the demands
of a part ul act-of coamdmication.-Any modification lust
motivated; it also restkioted by the tolerance level of language
users. CreatiV is not _textsexti or &special focus on the
-message, but is a shared,, activity of -speaker andheater. The
modification that the speaker perfgrms on systemi or on system
correlation, as well as his motivation, must be recovered. by the
hea-rer. The basic mechanisms of creativity are means of
recombination; new elempnts added to the repertory mast appear in
motivating combinations within or among systems. This definition of
creatifity,is-more general .and flexible that are the older theories.
Creativity is the process whereby we bbcome aware of the present and
the possible conditions for the organization of cognition, and
whereby we enable others to reenact that awareness. In whatever
modifications are performed on prevailing systems, latguage users
gait new insights into both the standards of those systems and. their
potential for -change. (DP)
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As its opening speaker, .1 bald like_ cite tl is conference as a landmark of

change in the, interests and priorities of linguistics, language'use were really

-ndistionectresPonss tolistimults-ae suggested by Leppard Bloomfield (1933)

ereativitY could hardly be a lirfduistic issue, In the no less traditional model. with

a, a-War: ht message and a recipient, creative language use would have fallen fonder the

poorly defined concept of "encoding" criticism in HUrnann 1976:d4 11). Roman

Jakotema 11960s,*) faMous :definition of th "poetic function of language" as

the 'focus on the message for its own --Ice" is of course based °ebbe tripartite

senderhmessageireCipient modal. SuCh a definition has ,led to acute insights into

thafermal arrangement of e etive ter, but has also blocked' research

into the creative process which are tailed in producing and receivi

bmit that theories of lrit

uch terta

and poetry, as well as of jokes ed puns

(e.g. pr opinped by Schereer 1977), 'purl suppose a more general theory of creativity.

Although regrettably little iingule ic researuh has been devoted to this issue, we

can say that two main viewpoints have been eonsistentlyimjaled.According to the

first, creativity is considered' senething outside the normal language, a violation

of norms, and hence outside 11 tics itself hming relegated either to the

regions of parole or performance."discipline of stylistics or to

Crete right call this the axternali viewpoint. According to the nternalist viewpoint,

on the other hand- creattvity is tie basic process of language use, and hems a c ntral-

concern of linguistict. I shall sketch some serious problems raised by both the

externalist and the internalist vieWpoints, and then propose a different, more

general and flexible definition of nrentivity.

The Iearternalist viewpoint reflects' the long -standing preoccupation of ling-U.14es

with describing language as limited systems of elements, such as minimal units of sound,

miming, etc.; and as procedures for e -lining such elements. Language which seems
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entaieneeiestandard_CLements:or combinations beeredStscribed "deviation"

g. Levin 1962, 1963, 1965), following a long fradii.on ameug such stylisticians

ienicefayskt (1932) Spitzer (1948) . Sayre (195)) OuLraud (1954) and Many others.

The concept of dev Lion has provided enrichini insights into some aspects of

creative texts but bas been Reich less helpful regarding other aepects

no mass eviden creativity must entail:Obvious deviations of theAcind usuallY

lied, such as in the poetry of e.e. cuonninge singled out by so maw linguists

Thorne 1 ,Hill 1967, Hendricks 2969, Butters 1969, Cartensen l970. Finkvist 1971,

Koch 1972 e these deviations are:selUght, Prinaril.T.in the areas of grammar and

syntax, being of course the best developed areas of linguistic stUdy. However,

ninth creative writing actual/7 leeks these obvioueldeviatiens (cf, Spillner 1974:35f )`,

Moreover, the deviation concept gives us no obvious means to differentiate between

Ouch _ _equenceasHiltorea r Thee, c,ntress, oft the woods sarong/ I woo to hear

ong' and ungrammatical nonsense such the sat cat the on'.

This latter problem lajttenuated indis cuasions of poetry on the basis of

transformational grammar, As Chemsky (1964) kbuselJD arms, utterances outside the

gravimar can be set in analogy tic Will-formed counterparts that statements about

the number and extent' of violated rules became possible. The violation of rules is not

usually arbitrary, but itself leads toward new rules or regularities, according to

stable. ItManfred Bierwisch (1965): However, the status of these rules

is clearly neetomamical to expand Any grammar by add ion of special rules with one

one or a few applicatione, lareaver these rules are much more bound context than
41

ndard rules, su gesting that they !night be an aspect of performance (Fowler 1969).

Transformational grammar also lent support to the interne list viewpoint by defining

competence as the ability of language users to produce and comprehend an infinite set of

sentences of their language. Since many sentences are unique to their users, the applie

cation-of a gra4mar appears as "rule4eiverned creativity" Babitch 1977:337) rims

the older notion of language, as a stimulus and response Mechanism is revealed as
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rely- inadequate (ef hn 1959; Barmann 1967, ch. While

themselves

uncoil

onstitute .infinite set, the rules or irocedur s for

'comprehending

of infinite

research

i and

them met be fieite. Not surprisingly, the search fora finite basis

ge manifeetations has becane the maietineentive of lieguistic

he question of how strongly that finite base1973 tava) Hereever

ntrols the proaction end .comprehension of infinitely maey utterances remains/

far from solved, and,- in

can only._ be answered with

The .irrternalist Tie n°

has received far too little attention. This

usable definition or creatirtty,

invokes =once again the problem of differentia

between utterances, although in the reverse direction fiam the problem a

by the externalist viewpoint. I suggested ate ;v0 that the extereallet view gives no

standards to distinguish non-grammatical poetry. from noMeepses by the she token,

the intermalist viewpoint provides no means to distinguish betesen the eternal

linguiste'.ba lit, of 'The cat sat on. the mat' and a well poetic utterance

such as Tennyson's 'The splendour falls can castles wallet Both are creative in

ion

the sense of being generated b rule application, and both show rime.,

Another sericeas problem is that meither.the emternalist nor the ieternalist

viewpoint givers criteria for judging the dens of gleekIIeltz within a given type

.of text, If we wish to measure creative qu

or non#gramrhatiCal usage, we not only eliminate

such undesirable samples as William ro(onagall'

as being the extent e; non- standard

uch texts as Tennysods, we also admit

lines: Rev, George Oilfillen of

Dundee, I must conclude my muse/ And to write in pr=aise of thee sr pen dogs riot refuse'

(pee Werth 1976 for an application of,Jekobson's method to-this poem),

In view ©f these and other difficulties, I would propose diecardingb -h the

list and the internalist viewpointe and adopting another which can

motivated modification ol`pysteme, As Vcafgang Dressler and I have argued in our

survey of text linguistics (Beaugrandeb)ressler 1979), language should be viewed not

it as a system of signs or mlnina-anits, but as an Ilt42:k2dE, that is, an



integrated set of participating-

1) the elenants ite contains; 2) the

eleMentsi and the correlation ,of

is de inable by three

on principles ap licable to th

to others WithIn the-in

if a syStem; but since aii-textWe note that, by this definition, a'text

epresents'a selection and combination of eleme ipating

systems of language prefer to call a text` a: -tilos t The the only

naturally occurring manifestation of lantuage, eithcrin:speeehor writing. In contrast

to purely systemic entities such as phonemes, mhes or abstract sentences (often

called "sentoids"), texts imply the potential for traneeviding Language systems,

that is modifying either the repertory of elements, the orgatazational principles,

or the correlation of syatems,

In the past, linguistics has preferred to divel

the implea-t systems, especially sound, and'rightly a

upon the n

an intersystem or its modification until we have a_dest

can say little *bout,

ion of the internal

properties of participating systems, For this reason, texts as transmyatems have

only entered the scope-of linguistics within the last decade, Another emerging

is the possibility of representing the model of reality accepted in a group or

socie as an intersystem with organised systems of and processes, as

stem correlated with that of language by complex. principles,

We shag V the transfenmationalist conviction that the modification o 1
which they call "rule violation") is seldom or never randennand arbitrary, !et the key

factor is not the establishment of new rules (as implied by BierWisch 1965) but

rather the adaptation of the potential of systems to the de nds of a particular

comrunicative situation,. k random modification without such motivation would be

JAN to imagine- in actual communiCation, arid would produce a nontext sOch,as

our artificial sample of 'Mat the' sat cat the onf, Modification is further

ricted bY the tolerance level of-language Users, varying among individuals,

1 groups, text types, and Situation types, What isallowed in a poetsa or a
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ermon for those interested in 1

friendly conversation among

e or religion is not nece tolerated

is derived from the willingness

(cf. Kintech 1974: 39). Tolerance'

xpectation and predictions (Beaugrande

1978b), Part of the success of a speech act in the sense of Searle (1969) lies in

Cti the appropriate degree of tolerance among partic nts.

It fdllows from this proposal that creativity cannot be merely an aspect of

nor special focus on the message ae suggested by Jakobson (1960), but rather

a shared activity of speaker /miter and hearer/reader. The modification performed by

the speaker/writer upon systems or system correlation, as well as the motivation

that modification, rust be recovered or reconstructed by the hearer/reader, if

aneunicative interaction is to billhOce sful, Such recovery or reconstruction need

not be performed explicitly or consciously, rust it agree with the speaker/writer's

own estimation of the original act of modification. In fact, it is not unusual in

creative language use tj allow several compatible or even competing 'possibilities

side by side. Yet if no recovery of the modification and its motivation is possible,

the text will seen pointleeeor-in extreme instances, meaningless.

It seems unlikely that explicit rules can be the determining mechanism in the

modification of systems: such rules would themselves constitute-a standard and thus

des troy, the aspect of individual interaction. Instead, I ld advocate postulating

flexible strategic whose manifestations, from the standpoint of grammar and lexicon,

may be very diversified These strategies are summoned when required in a given context,

and constitute not ticcompetenceu as fenvi-ioned by Blerwisch (1965) and Thwe

(197O), -bat more ge.tnerally creative, competence. In another work, I have described,

the activation ofd se such- strategies in the, processing of a poetic text by Rainer

Marti Rilke as A ase of tra lation (Beaugrande 1978a).

A single langliage system contains al repertory of elemeits which is scree-times

small or Oen cloned,__ as in the phoneme system of a language, and sometime large and

potentially operi as in the lexical system. Similarly the organizational principles
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ntrol thee h bir ations of.elemen_

clusters cir syntactic _ oneness being cleanrly disallowed

rigid ems, sag. Ortain

a given language;

flexible in othMr -Allowing for ma ay Tar d d- do &me of Which--

occur and dome of wch-o-not, ,g, word formation f, lets 1960:121), Creativity

*doh modifies closed WO of elements or rigid areas of organization appear

more radical and 'ate less tolerab)e-than that which modifies open sets or flex:1MT

controlled areas of organization. This gradation in creativity with respect to

language potential is largely free of context.

On: the other band, the motivation of a specific creative clearer board

the context of occurrence. If a particular modification o

. performed repeatedly, it loses its effect for two reasons 33

eas

der

may consider the utterance standardized, and hence not a modification at all; 2) the

use of the modification in not motivated by the specific context. For example, a

stock metaphor 'becomes a standing unit of the lexical repertory. Similarly, a wellknowm

joke is not amusing, because the hearer/readerfs act of re-creating at that anent

is superfluous,

The basic mach& sms of creativity all be subsumed under' the c

recombination (cf, Beaugrande 1978c). New elements added to the repo

ppear in motivating combinations, either within the systems or among sys

In the same manner, modification of the organization of systems or their correlations
6

with other systems are manifested in new (or at least non-standardized) canbinations,

Besides the addition_ of new elements, we may enceunter_,the deletion, transformation,

or eplacement of elements in combinations (van Dijk 1972: 2121. Most, if not all,

rhetorical devices can be classified according to these of recombination

(Beaugrande 1978c).

The foregoing remarks can be illustrated with the f 1 lines from

Lewis CarrolVs(1976: 153) famous 'Jabberwocky'

[ 6



?was brilligo:and the slitt tovea
Did gyre and'gimble in the Vie:
All mimay were the borogovest

And themane.rathS ontgrebe,

These lines :iv-present firstly the rganization c

poetry, it that each line ha's a certain rhythm and

mire_ typical Of English

in a r rtese

poetic modifications of standard discourse are themeaves standardized, and so

they do not coustitute-a creative meet in this particular instance. Instead

ea ivity is manifested in the addition Of mew lez itams to the open set of

Englieh voca lary. Deapiire appearances,Athis creation is by no wane random', but

represents a motivated r c ombihationAef they ntial of {Er 114b language systems,

The author himself (1976%) 7) Shona ,that eases new additiore are recoMbinations

of the forma pr opertie

'lithe' and slimy',

is partly attributed totbroiling that oftgyre-

English lexical itemslIslithr is derived from

cat !miserable and 11 ; the fork

Diet and that of IgiMblel

to 'gimlet'. The form of 'mom& as due to 'from bane' shows the placement of the

final part of one word at the beginning, opposed trawl which would be the

application of the same principle of Islithyl and 'slimy, where position in the

respective words is maintained; but 'mans' is thus able to alliterate with 'slimy

The new lexical it are also shown to refer to entitiesthat are themselves

recombinations of known entities in the rtandard organization of reality, Thuz 'tow

combine features of badgers, lizards, orksarews, and'bcrogvvesl of birds and

mops; the act 'cutgrabel is a recombination of bellowing, whistling. and sneezing.

These additions are made to the large, flexibly delimited sets of animals and animal

activities, Their seemingly arbitrary linguistic form is specifically motivated by the

potential of various terns; 1) their phonemic forms are all allowable. in th

normal repertory and oebinational procedures; 2) alliteration ('gyre/gimble

mimgyilome) and r Otoves/herognves1 leabefoutgranel are attained; and

) tiro morpheaait BIB is manifested in such thing i as the adjectival in



the plural in 'totes, bar

vowel shift of 'outgrabel, explained as the pest of

of these systemic contraints, the new creations Oleo WM:

raths' the

it. ieoi to all

unified context

about animal activities in one place, The ease of viAnalleing the scene has been demon'.

tasted. the incomparable drawing by John Tenniel (Gerroll 1976:216)-

1 have deliberately selected an extreme exempla of what I hold to be very wide

tires processes in text productioe. The exteet to Which poetry is controlled by the

mu nal influence of systemzs has been repeatedly deMenstrated by Jaktbson (a list of

sources being given in Jakob's= 19166 :692_43, notes 3),

here. Instead, I shall close with a brief look at APTati ereativity manifested in

the novels of Lewis Carroll (all in Carroll 1976).

In Alice,in Wonder land, can find that the sifting

is in fact controlled by three main principles. Tho first

neede no further comment

ive sequence

plainlg recambinational:

1) changes in- size of the protagonist, whose perspective 0S the Us:tumid shifts

accordingly, and 2) the endowment of nonhuman entities With s selection of human

features. The third principle provides continaity within the framework of the English

child's. textual experience, being the enactment of events cited in nursery rimes. The

readers' task is highly dynamic, being to sort the manifeStations in the text world

according to these various principles. Neither the size changes nor the mixture of

human and nonhuman features is stable: size may change Within a situation (egg, the

trial scene) and ,affect the latter, while the playing eerda end ittiAai.8 which furnish

nest Qf the personnel can and do returnto their nen4luman Status intermittently

In Thronah Looking Glass, the enactment Of nOrsorririme events is combined

with 1) the principles of a chess game, and 2) the reversal in time or ?ace suggested

by the mirror-image effect. Again, principle is maintained consistently to the

exclusion of others, again requiring a re-creative sorting activity from the reader

whose perspective is in part reflected in Alice's own. For eNample, reversal occurs

only in isolated episodes, while the narrative action general,- moves forwards.



The reader of these novels is thus confronted by a host of aodtficati.o

on the in systems of language on the one hand and organized:social rOality cQ the

other. These modifications are'not random,- as I have suggested, birt rmsult fitstly

fran the application of general narrative principles in diversified combinations,

seco fran the opposition to social reality as such,-Conventions of politeness and

rational procedures of conduct are constantly disregarded :by the personnel of the novels;

Cliness and incompetence divert planned events into unexpected channels. Interaction

by dialogue is often transformed.from an interchange of relevant'information about a

situation into sequences of puns, that is:coincidences in the system of sounds supplant

the normal principles of textual coherence.

We can conclude that the essence of Lem Carroll'sLewis creativity and its profound

effects on readers derive from extensive, partially competing modifications of the

according to which cogn tion of reality is organized and correlated with

potential representations in language, The basic motivation stems from the author

intention to depict and re -enact the orientation of the child who percetves the normal

organisation of social reality as a similarly Ination of principles. it is

no coincidence that the bizarre personnel of the novels constantly imitate the mode of
rr-

treatment accorded to chilOren by adults in Carroll's time Cdneequently, the Modifica..

tions which the author has performed are cleat not an-end in themselves e.g. focus

on a message for its own sake -- but rather a means of attaining new perspectives upon

the standard organization of the systems involved,

With this we have arrived at a definition o ich is both more

general and more flexible than the older ones, Whatever modifications are performed',

upon prevailing systems, be they composed of phonemeA, morphemes, narrative sequences,

or real-world organization, language users gain new insights into both the standards

of those systems and their potential for change, In short, creativity is the process!-

whereby we become aware of the present and the possible conditions for the organization

f cognition, and whereby enable others to re-enact that awareness,
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1 Presentation at the
,.Novelty, and Creativity in

2 The
appearance
The actual

Unary Conference on Linguistics: "Produc
Lille," Keirtucky, April 7, p.978,

rise of text li uiFtics may be seen to begin about 1968, ma/iced by tge
of such fundamental works as Barweg 1968, Postal 1968, and Palek 1968
inceptionk dates from about 196t (see Beal:Iv:arida/Dressler 1979, foreword

3 The source wordd 'gyroscope' and 'gimlet' do not alliterate, but the i uthor
himself insilits that both /g /'s are 'hard" [0 (Carroll 1976: 138),
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